
World War I 
How did MANIA contribute to the start of 

World War I?



Gary is a new kid in school.  He is very proud and has been trying to get as many friends  
as he can, partly to have friends, but also so he has someone to help him out if he gets 
into a fight (which he often does).  Gary is also taking steroids and has been lifting 
weights in the gym every day.  Gary’s closest friends are Adrian Hartford and Ian.  

Frank is a guy in school that has been there for years, he is popular and well known  
throughout the school.  Frank is on the football team, so he is just a strong as Gary, but 
he isn’t on steroids so he’s not as aggressive. Frank is close friends with Russell, 
Sebastian, and Gabe Brians. 

Gary is trying out for the football team and wants Frank’s position as quarterback.   
Although they do not show it, both Gary and Frank want each other out of the school. 
To hurt each other socially, Frank is trying to become friends with Gary’s friends and 
Gary has been doing the same.  Both are spreading rumors about the other.   

One day after practice, Adrian Hartford made fun of Sebastian’s family.  Sebastian, being 
very proud of his family took a swing at Adrian Hartford and gave him a bloody nose… 

Scenario



Is Gary a threat to Frank’s status in school? If so, how? 

What actions are putting Gary and Frank against each 
other? 

How do you think the incident between Adrian and 
Sebastian is going to effect  Frank, Gary, Ian and Russell?

Scenario Questions.

What do you think would happen if a 
similar incident happened between a 
group of countries?



GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT WWI

• Started on July 28, 1914 

• Ended November 11, 1918 

• Almost 8 million died because of the war 
– Russia having the most : 1.7 million 

• 22,000,000 wounded

MAP OF EUROPE GREATLY CHANGED



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHSQAEam2yc&t=175s







Definition How did it contribute to WWI

M 
Militarism

a belief that a country should 
have a strong aggressive 
military. to defend and 
promote it’s interest. 

-countries  military received more funding. 
-Used Increased military spending to gain colonies.  
- building planes and ships

A 
Alliances

agreements between nations 
stating that each country will 
assist the other if they are 
attacked. ….countries back 
each other up in times of 
need.

Europe is divided between two groups. 
Central powers surrounded by Triple Entente.

N 
Nationalism

Extreme pride in one’s nations 
and when a country or group 
come together with the same 
desire and interest

- Countries liked Serbia wanted to create their own countries. 
- - People became passionate for their own country/group wanting to win 

leading to tension 
- Countries had opposition to their desired interest…leading to tension

I 
Imperialism

the search/acquisition of land 
for raw material to fuel industry 
and markets to buy goods in 
far flung corners of the world 
that led to countries competing 
with each other. 

- increase tension between countries since they were competing for the 
same market. 

- led to hostility and tension in countries boarder, countries were fighting 
for more land. (included the people the colonies)  

- helped create weapons for the War. Materials came from foreign 
nations.  

- Expanded military bases in colonized countries. 

A 
Assassination

the planned killing of a specific 
person. ….example high 
profile figures.

- increased nationalism, between AH towards Serbia. 
- Alliances declaring war on each other. 
- AH lost its crowned prince, they were angry toward Serbia 
- AH losing control over nationalist regions, Germans in Austria, Magyars 

in Hungary)  
- AH annexed Balkans provinces, Balkans felt closer to south Russia.

Causes of WWI - Period 1 



Definition How did it contribute to WWI

M 
Militarism

Belief that a country should 
have a strong military 
capability and be prepared to 
use it aggressively to defend 
or promote its interest and 
show it off.

- countries began feeling threatened by the amount being spend.  
- countries competing with each other, trying to out do each other.  
- able to gain more colonies and land than the other industrialized 

countries they were competing with.

A 
Alliances

agreement between friends/
countries where they would 
help out. 

Triple Entente: France, Russia and Britain 
Triple Alliance/Central Powers: Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, 
(Ottoman Empire joined later) 
-Each group wanted to be strong than each other, began -competing. 
- Triple Alliance was surrounded by Triple Entente countries.

N 
Nationalism

groups of people with 
extreme pride for their county,  
common language, culture 
and history.

- Unification of countries/regions with the same ideas, values, history 
- different ideas between ethnic groups from nation to nation 
- Define  based on nation and opposition to others.  
- Ethnic groups wants to rule themselves.

I 
Imperialism

countries competing with each 
other for the search or raw 
materials. 

- they fought to claim colonies to get raw material  
- made the countries more power because they have more land/raw 

materials —> more money 
- Added smaller fights on areas of spheres of influence contributing to 

more beefs.

A 
Assassination

planning of someone getting 
killed

-spark to WWI. 
-tension of Balkans (Russia and AH) 

Causes of WWI - Period 2



Definition How did it contribute to WWI

M 
Militarism

belief that a country should 
have a strong military and be 
prepared to use it 
aggressively to defend/
promote its interest.

- Others countries are competing with each other to have the best 
planes, ships and weapons.  

- Training more soldiers and had the money to have a larger army. 
- Using the superior technology to take more colonies.

A 
Alliances

an agreement between 
countries, ex. if one country is 
attacked the other country will 
help out.

Triple Alliance/Central Powers: Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy 
Triple Entente: GB, France, Russia,  
- Alliances had tension building up.  
- Countries didn’t like each other, different ideas. 
- Defended those in their alliance

N 
Nationalism

Extreme pride in one’s 
country/history/culture/
language. 

Don’t like people who are different from themselves. 
Believed culture was superior to other  
People identify with regions/ethnic groups as opposed to their ruling 
empire

I 
Imperialism

Countries claiming land for 
natural/raw resources and 
spheres of influences.

- Countries in Europe used up their own natural resources. Needed to 
look else where.  

- countries are going to want more and more land 
- resources fueled militarism and nationalism (feel loud and proud) 
- completive with other nations —> small fights to emerge. 

A 
Assassination

planned murder of someone. 

- AH declared war on Serbia 
- Russia supported Serbia 
- Germany supported AH 
- ALLAINCES ASSEMBLED! 
-

Causes of WWI - Period 3



Definition How did it contribute to WWI

M 
Militarism

Belief that a country should 
have a strong military 
capability and be prepared to 
use it aggressively to defend/
promote its interest. 

- military technology, employing more troops, and training their soldiers. 
- using new tech. to gain more colonies 
- all trying to gain more power, very competitive 

A 
Alliances

agreements between nations 
stating that each country will 
assist the other if they are 
attacked

Triple Entente: France, GB, Russia 
Triple Alliance/ Central Power: Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy. 
-Central Powers was surrounded by the Triple Entente.  
-Europe was divided. 
-spreading rumors about the other. 

N 
Nationalism

groups of people with 
common history, culture and 
language,  pride in ones 
country Who you are like and 
who you aren’t like.

- more people began joining military to support countries conquest 
efforts. 

- people strongly attach to their country/regions culture 
- Citizens wanted to help county, felt passionate about war. 

I 
Imperialism

Stronger countries are 
extending power through 
military force by conquering 
and taking over countries for 
land. 

- tension between countries because fighting over resources and land 
- Competitiveness, over land. Not sure who would over the other.

A 
Assassination

- planned killing/murder

-arch duke of AH 
- Spark - Serbia wanted to separate and self identity. 
- AH was murdered in other country.  
- - declared war on each other and alliances followed suit. 

Causes of WWI - Period 4



World War I 
How did MANIA contribute to the start of 

World War I?



Definition How did it contribute to WWI

M 
Militarism

- A country military should be 
strong and should know how 
to use it.  

- Having a strong military and 
knowing how to use it. 

-  Military technology (planes and battleships),  employing and training 
more troops.   —-> more soldier that are trained  
- colonizing lands, very competitive about dividing up the colonies. 
- protecting their home lands.

A 
Alliances

- nations that sign treaties to 
increase their own security. 

- Triple Entente: UK, France and Russia 
- Triple Alliance: Italy, Germany, Romania, Austria-Hungary  
- Literally, divided Europe in two. 

N 
Nationalism

groups who who have same 
language/culture/history 
fighting for own county with 
extreme pride. 

- inspired the people in the country to actually fight for their country. 
- Ethnic groups in empires wanted to rule themselves. 
- …ex LA angles of Anaheim  
-

I 
Imperialism

claiming colonies and Spheres 
of influence to gain power and 
land.

- land disputes fueled tension between the countries in Europe 

A 
Assassination

planned murder of a 
person….can be politically 
motivated or to better ones 
position.

- started beef/conflict between all the countries. 
- AH declared war on Serbia 
- got the alliance involved 
- Triple Entente vs. Triple Alliance 

Causes of WWI- Period 6





Militarism

The belief that a country should have a 
strong military capability and be prepared 
to use it aggressively to defend or 
promote its interests.



Alliances
Agreements between nations stating that 
each country will assist the other if they are 
attacked. 









Nationalism
Extreme pride in one’s nation.  
The idea that people with the same ethnic origins, language, and 
political ideals had the right to form sovereign states (a nation) 
through the process of self-determination (self-organization).  



Imperialism

When one country takes over another country 
economically and politically.

Great Britain, Germany and France needed foreign 
markets after the increase in manufacturing caused by 
the Industrial Revolution. 



European 
Conquest of 

Africa

http://www.assumption.edu/users/mcclymer/His130/P-H/burden/mapimperialismafrica.jpg


The  
“Spark”



Assassination 

Austrian Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand was 
killed in Bosnia by a 
Serbian nationalist 

group called the Black 
Hand who believed 
that Bosnia should 
belong to Serbia.  

http://www.firstworldwar.com/bio/ferdinand.htm
http://www.firstworldwar.com/bio/ferdinand.htm
http://www.firstworldwar.com/bio/ferdinand.htm


http://www.loyno.edu/~seduffy/MapImages/Austria-Hungary1867-display.jpg


Assassination

Archduke Franz Ferdinand and 
Duchess Sophie at Sarajevo, Bosnia, 
on June 28th, 1914.

http://www.medalofhonor.com/WorldWarI.htm


Causes of WWI – MANIA!
Militarism - policy of building up a strong military to prepare for war (ARMS RACE)

Alliances – agreements between nations to provide aid and protect 

one another 
•European powers formed rival alliances to protect themselves 

 

Assassination – of Austrian Archduke Francis Ferdinand

Imperialism – when one country takes over another country 

economically and politically.

Nationalism – extreme pride in one’s country



Domino Effect
Austria Hungary blamed Serbia for Ferdinand’s death and 

declared war on Serbia. 

Germany pledged their support for Austria -Hungary. 

Russia pledged their support for Serbia. 



Domino Effect
Germany declares war on Russia. 

France pledges their support for Russia. 

Germany declares war on France. 

Germany invades Belgium on the way to France. 

Great Britain supports Belgium and declares war on Germany. 


